PRESS RELEASE
PKN ORLEN joins forces with ETREL to roll out e-mobility offering

27.5.2020; Katowice, Grosuplje
PKN ORLEN reinforces its low-emission endeavours with the implementation of a Charge Point
Management System and introduction of a new EV charging app, ORLEN Charge. Etrel was awarded
the contract for the OCEAN e-mobility platform.

PKN ORLEN is retrofitting its existing mobility infrastructure, complementing fueling locations
with fast EV charging stations. The network consisting of over 70 AC and DC charging stations
across Poland and the Czech Republic is planned to further expand in the coming years.
Etrel OCEAN platform will provide PKN ORLEN with all the necessary functionalities for the
seamless provision of charging services on the Polish market as well as an opportunity for
cross-border network expansion through roaming and smooth introduction of payable charging
services.

»Electromobility is a fast-growing branch of the economy. At PKN ORLEN, we predict a bright
future for alternative fuels. Therefore, we are consistently pursuing the project to roll out fastcharging infrastructure for electric vehicles in Poland. We want our efforts to help raise public
awareness of low-emission transport.«, said Jarosław Dybowski, Executive Director of
PKN ORLEN for Energy.

»We see that many oil and petrol companies make a leap to e-mobility as a logical progression
of their business. Onboarding partners such as PKN ORLEN onto the OCEAN platform gives
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recognition to the system we've built. Such projects challenge us to accelerate the
development of more future-oriented functionalities, that will support our partners in the years
to come.«, added Rok Poteko, Etrel Sales and Business development CEE.

-End of the press release.-

Image source: https://dlakierowcow.orlen.pl/#orlenCharge
Video animation:
https://video.orlen.pl/DlaKier/Orlen%20-%20animacja%20bez%20RFID%20%20rekawiczki.mp4
Other resources:
https://dlakierowcow.orlen.pl/orlencharge
https://dlakierowcow.orlen.pl/orlencharge-instrukcja
https://www.orlen.pl/EN/PressOffice/Pages/PKN-ORLEN-makes-travelling-with-electric-carseasier.aspx
About companies
ETREL
Etrel is the leading manufacturer of interactive charging stations for electric vehicles and
provider of OCEAN, a SaaS platform for EV charging network management. Etrel innovative and
sustainably oriented charging solutions help facilitate electric mobility in over 40 countries
worldwide.
http://www.etrel.com/
Press contact: marketing@etrel.si

ORLEN
PKN ORLEN is a leading player on the fuels and energy markets, and the largest company in
Central and Eastern Europe, listed in prestigious global rankings such as Fortune Global 500,
Platts TOP250 and Thompson Reuters TOP100. The ORLEN Group operates in 6 home markets
– Poland, the Czech Republic, Germany, Lithuania, Slovakia and Canada.
https://www.orlen.pl/
Press contact: media@orlen.pl
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